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October 1 was the day of the fake news . And the first and most important of the fake news of that day is

that there was a referendum [https://www.elmundo.es/t/re/referendum-catalunya.html] . "It was all a

great performance , a lie," says a member of the former Interior leadership. The climax of the forgery

came when five days later the Government issued a statement to announce the results of the mock

consultation [https://www.elmundo.es/cataluna/2017/10/06/59d7b4bb468aebc11c8b4586.html] .

2,286,217 people had voted. 90% in favor of independence. "It is impossible that these figures are real,"

says the senior Interior official. The Government of Rajoy [https://www.elmundo.es/e/ma/mariano-

rajoy.html] managed to dismount legally - due to the intervention of the State Security Forces- a part of

the electoral system concocted by the independence movement These were the steps
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Catalonia in direct: Charges of the Mossos to vacate the doors of the Parliament in the demonstration
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the electoral system concocted by the independence movement. These were the steps.

The device started on September 13. That day, by court order, the Civil Guard

[https://www.elmundo.es/e/gu/guardia-civil.html] closed the official website of the referendum

[https://www.elmundo.es/cataluna/2017/09/13/59b96a0d22601da7268b45f8.html] and forced the

Generalitat to look for alternatives on pirated websites. At the same time, the UCO closed 140 pages

related to the consultation.

The agents seized census cards, notifications for the tables. On the 20th , 10 million ballots were

intervened [https://www.elmundo.es/cataluna/2017/09/20/59c2032446163f2b338b459a.html] (with an

approximate census of five million). From then on, the Generalitat began to give the order to carry the

ballots "printed from home".

A few days later, the Civil Guard would requisition four million envelopes, a very important blow since

the Referendum Law approved by the Parliament

[https://www.elmundo.es/cataluna/2017/07/26/5978b0c3468aebf07f8b4589.html] did not contemplate

the possibility of voting with ballots printed "by hand and without an envelope." In other words, the

already illegal referendum even violated the illegal laws of nationalism. A fact that they insist on from

the old Interior dome. "Sometimes, the simplest things are the most difficult to explain. Any legal vote

has rules. To begin with, it has to be endorsed by the electoral board. And that of Catalonia resigned on

September 22 as [https://www.elmundo.es/cataluna/2017/09/22/59c4d9dd22601dde118b4655.html] soon

as the Constitutional [https://www.elmundo.es/e/tr/tribunal-constitucional.html] Board began to

establish responsibilities ".

But this could be a mere formality considering the null respect for the law professed by Catalan

nationalism. More effective was the bankruptcy of the referendum's IT infrastructure. "Together with the

performance of the Mossos [https://www.elmundo.es/e/mo/mossos-desquadra.html] , it was the key to

disrupt it." On the 28th, the Civil Guard intervened in the Generalitat's Center for Telecommunications

and Information Technologies

[https://www.elmundo.es/cataluna/2017/09/28/59cd2119268e3e35778b45ad.html] and the 29 computer
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applications that supported the query were cut. "On the 30th, the Civil Guard neutralized the call

centerdestined to the electoral count and the program that had to count the votes. The support of the

universal census and the application with which the Generalitat tried to prevent the same person from

voting in different polling stations was also deactivated. This prevented the normal functioning of the

voting centers. "

Although they already knew that the consultation would not be recognized by any international

organization, the Generalitat chaired by Puigdemont [https://www.elmundo.es/e/ca/carles-

puigdemont.html] encouraged nationalism to go to vote

[https://www.elmundo.es/cataluna/2017/09/29/59ceb566268e3e41028b456f.html] , knowing that if the

Mossos [https://www.elmundo.es/e/mo/mossos-desquadra.html] did not act (as they had been ordered),

the agents of the Civil Guard [https://www.elmundo.es/e/gu/guardia-civil.html] and Police would be

forced to intervene [https://www.elmundo.es/cataluna/2017/10/01/59d09dc1e2704eaa7d8b45ae.html] .

The police charges made many nationalists stay at home or go to vote in demarcations other than those

that corresponded to them. But the support of the universal census and the mechanism that prevented a

person from voting several times were not operational and many constitutionalists came to show the

pantomime [https://www.elmundo.es/cataluna/2017/10/01/59d115df468aebad0a8b45f0.html] : the

businesswomanSusana Gallardo was recorded voting five times. Very descriptive situations of the day

were also experienced. In Barcelona , a ballot box fell to the ground before voting began: it was full of

ballots. The senior Interior office goes further. "In towns with a census of 700 inhabitants, such as Os de

Balaguer , 1,400 people voted. [Considering that each ballot box holds approximately 500 votes]".

The results of Junqueras [https://www.elmundo.es/e/or/oriol-junqueras.html] were pure demoscopic

cooking. On October 1, 57,000 fewer people voted than on November 9. However, the independence

movement added 150,000 more votes. Very strange. The statement in which the Generalitat embodied

the fiction recognized that the "kidnapped ballot boxes" had not been included: 49 in the case of the Civil

Guard. It should also be considered that the agents of the State Security Forces intervened around 100

centers. "The objective was achieved: no international body or country would recognize the

consultation."
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Enlaces de interés

Even so, many still speak of the 1-O referendum as if it had occurred within strict normality and refer to

the mandate of the polls. This week in Canada , President Pedro Sánchez

[https://www.elmundo.es/e/pe/pedro-sanchez.html] said that two referendums had been held in

Catalonia [https://www.elmundo.es/espana/2018/09/23/5ba7e7f346163f24b18b4587.html] .
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